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Description
Ornithology, a subfield of zoology, is the systematic study of birds, 

including their spindle-shaped bodies, highly developed flying 
muscles, outward appearance, habitats, migration patterns, and a host 
of other characteristics. In total, there are 25 different orders of birds, 
including fowl, barbets, doves, raptors, woodpeckers, parrots, and 
many others, with between 9,000 and 10,000 live species. All of these 
bird species fall within the Kingdom Animalia, Class Aves, and 
Phylum Chordata classifications. Ornithology is a branch of natural 
science that primarily focuses on the study of birds, including their 
ecology, evolution, physiology, and preferred environments. 
Ornithology, the study of birds, has a long history in the field of 
zoology and contributes to our growing knowledge and understanding 
of birds. We learn about the distinctive qualities of birds from 
ornithology, which includes birds migrate throughout the year, 
inhabiting various habitats at various times.

They accomplish this by moving between locations, which may be 
as far apart as 3000-6,000 kilometers. It is thought that many bird 
species may travel hundreds of kilometers in a single flight, with only a 
small number of them pausing to rest before reaching their 
destination. Understanding the numerous geographic elements that 
birds use to locate and get to their destination is made possible by 
ornithology. Birds use a variety of geographical features to identify the 
direction of their migration and flight, including star positions, solar 
signals, wind directions, and others. Even sound is crucial in directing 
them toward their goal.

Compared to other animals, birds have unusual mating practices. 
While some birds use songs to attract mates, others use dancing. Some 
bird species are completely silent, but they can still make varied 
movements and exhibit diverse behaviors to entice a partner. Only a 
small number of bird species create pairs for the purpose of 
copulation. Other species form pairs exclusively for the purpose of 
incubation. The parental care given to the birds varies as well. While 
only a small percentage of types care deeply about their offspring, the 
majority do not. According to legend, birds inhabit various habitats at 
various seasons of the year. To do this, they move between locations 
that may be up to 6,000 miles apart. Many different species of birds 
are believed to travel hundreds of kilometers in a single flight, resting 
only occasionally before reaching their goal.

Birds employ a range of geographic features, such as star positions,
solar signals, wind directions, etc., to determine the direction of their
migration and flight. Even the sound is crucial in leading them to their
destination. Few bird species produce vocal calls or songs, which are
used for a range of purposes.

Sexual and species identification
This group of birds is extinct. They had a long, lizard-like tail and a

beak with teeth. Instance: Archaeopteryx Neornithes. Both living and
extinct birds fall into this category. These bird species have a short tail
and no teeth. such as a penguin, a grey heron, a kingfisher, or a duck.
It alludes to the procedure that was previously employed. Egg
gathering was a popular way to get food early. The content was
withdrawn through a tiny hole to preserve it. Following the
development of the bow drill, this exercise became accepted as regular
practice. This research study now heavily emphasizes the preservation
of avian skin. In museums across Europe, North America, and Asia,
there is a great collection of skins, feathers, tails, wings, and tarsi.
Arsenic, less harmful borax, and spirit are frequently employed as
preservatives. Effective ways for catching birds include bird liming,
mist nets, cannon netting, and funnel traps. Measurements are
essential for determining the identities of various species. As a result,
observations done in line with a certain protocol are helpful in
determining the diversity and density of bird populations.
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